The Cookie
Apocalypse
A data strategy for the post cookie world

How ready do you feel for the cookie apocalypse?

Completely ready, with a plan in motion

6%

More ready than not, but no plans in motion

13%

Somewhat ready

38%

Not at all ready

43%
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Survey results are from a poll conducted with live webinar attendees on 18/11/2020
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Agenda
01. Cookies in 2020
A refresh on the current landscape.
02. Measurement
Solutions addressing the impact to measurement and attribution.
03. Audiences
Reaching your target audience without third-party cookies.
04. User Experience
Why it matters when asking for consent.

Cookies enable
personalised customer
experiences

72%
of consumers say they now only engage
with marketing messages that are
personalized and tailored to their interests

Source: SmarterHQ, Privacy and Personalization

Privacy is evolving,
and the era of cookies is ending

Privacy Expectations

Legislation

Browsers

Consumers are outraged,
and demand more
control over their data.

Regulation and legislation
follows, enforcing stricter
data privacy laws.

Apple Safari, Mozilla
Firefox, and Google
Chrome announce
restrictions on cookies.

How has this changed in Safari?

Customer clicks an ad
and visits your website
for the first time.

Customer returns to the website and
is recognised.
Customer converts, and tracked by
ads and analytics

Customer converts
again, and tracked by
ads and analytics

Later that day

24 Hours later

Conversion is not attributed to the
click in ad platforms relying on thirdparty cookies.

Conversion is not attributed
to the click in ad platform.

Third-party cookies
are blocked.

First-party web analytics attributes
the conversion to the first visit.

Conversion is not attributed
to the first visit in analytics.

First visit

Later that day

BEFORE
First visit

AFTER
(ITP 2.0-2.3)

24 hr
First-party
cookies wiped

24 Hours later

We also need to
consider Consent

The ICO published a Direct Marketing Code of
Practice Draft Code in March 2020, which
clarified their position on how websites should
classify advertising and analytics cookies, and
how consent should be gathered.

How has this changed in Safari?
Conversion is not attributed to the
click in ad platforms relying on thirdparty cookies.

Conversion is not attributed to
the click in ad platform.

Third-party cookies
are blocked.

First-party web analytics attributes
the conversion to the first visit.

Conversion is not attributed to
the first visit in analytics.

First visit

Later that day

24 hours later

Third-party cookies
are blocked.

Conversion is not attributed to the
click in ad platforms relying on thirdparty cookies.

Conversion is not attributed
to the click in ad platform.

No analytics cookies
set.

Conversion is not attributed to the
first visit in analytics.

Conversion is not attributed
to the first visit in analytics.

First visit

Later that day

24 hours later

**Assumption: User consents
to analytics cookies

AFTER
(ITP 2.0-2.3)

NO CONSENT
All Browsers

Safari is not alone
Cookies are being restricted by all major browsers, including Google Chrome by 2022.

November 2019
Brave – Shields
1P deleted after 7 days
3P cookies blocked

July 2019
Firefox – ETP
1P restricted
3P blocked

April 2020
Safari – ITP
1P deleted after 7 days
3P cookies blocked

By 2022
Google Chrome
3P cookies blocked

Great site for following updates: https://www.cookiestatus.com/

Users Have More Control
Websites must adopt new
standards for consent, and
assess the impact on
attribution and analytics.
Users have more control over
how they are tracked on the
website and in returning visits.

Cookies Are Less Useful
Browsers will reinforce this
privacy expectation by
restricting the tracking
capabilities of cookies.

Measurement
Solutions addressing the impact to measurement and attribution

How much has your measurement framework been altered by the
Cookie Apocalypse?

Not alterered - We still rely heavily on cookies
44%
Somewhat altered - We still rely on cookies but have begun testing new
approaches

43%

Alterered - We have tested new approaches, and begun migrating
towards a post-cookie measurement framework

11%

Transformed - Our measurement framework is no longer reliant on
cookies

2%
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Survey results are from a poll conducted with live webinar attendees on 18/11/2020

Failing to measure and attribute
will lead to underperformance

30%

Tracking Loss

Regulatory
or browser
privacy
changes

-20%

Perceived ROAS

-10%

Budget Allocation

15%

Attribution Loss

Diminishing Return

Reduced Spend

Technical impact results in
loss of cost to value
attribution

ROAS impacted from
misattribution of
conversions

Without reliable
attribution, advertisers
reduce ad spend.

Revenue
Loss

Source: Digiday.com

Technology

Methodology

How key industry players are
refining their platforms to
respond to the cookieless
world.

Our marketing effectiveness
framework designed for less
reliance on user level
tracking.

Server-to-server tracking,
conversion modelling and
consent signalling all aim for
privacy-safe measurement

Data-driven attribution
modelling, marketing
experiments, incrementality
testing, and econometrics.

Technology
How key industry players are
refining their platforms to
respond to the cookieless
world.
Server-to-server tracking,
conversion modelling and
consent signalling all aim for
privacy-safe measurement

Server Side Tracking
The traditional method for tracking site behaviour and conversions
is using ‘client-side’ tagging. (On the user’s browser)
A ‘server side’ approach sends tracking and conversion
data directly to an ad platform’s server.

Example: Facebook Conversions API

Facebook
Conversions API

Server-side API Event

Extends the length of time
an individual is recognisable

Conversion
Pixel event

Facebook
Analytics
Target
audience

Web visit

Benefits
Improved accuracy within ad platforms:
1. Improved in-channel optimisation

2. Improved in-channel reporting and attribution
3. Accurate acquisition reporting for affiliate partners
4. Ability to track offline conversion

Site performance:
1. Reduce load on client-side browser improves load
speeds

What it doesn’t do!
•

Multi-channel attribution

•

Workaround for data privacy and consent
– consult your Legal and Data Protection team!

Server-side is becoming widespread in the
industry

Paid Social

Affiliates

Conversions API

Server-to-server
available as standard
tracking solutions

Early stage of rollout.

Fees in some platforms
for not migrating

Analytics, Search,
Display

Server-side Google Tag
Manager

Conversion Modelling
A probabilistic approach using machine learning to quantify
the impact of marketing efforts when a subset of conversions

can’t be observed.
Observable data feeds algorithms that also make use
of historical trends to validate and inform measurement.

Rolled out across Google Marketing Platform
Conversion modelling has been set live in Campaign Manager as of September 28th 2020 – this should facilitate better
measurement of view-through conversions. Dentsu teams are monitoring effects.

28 September 2020
Campaign Manager

2018
Search Ads 360

“[Google Analytics 4] uses a
flexible approach to measurement,
and in the future, will include
modeling to fill in the gaps where
the data may be incomplete.”
Future
Google Analytics 4

Google Analytics 4
A new, more intelligent Google Analytics with machine learning
at its core to automatically surface insights and give a complete
understanding of customers across devices and platforms.
With Consent Mode, it’s privacy-centric by design, making
Analytics reliable even as industry changes like restrictions on
cookies and identifiers create gaps in data.

Google Analytics 4 uses Consent Mode to collect
cookie-less data
Google Analytics 4

Consent

Cookies used
to stitch user journeys and
attribute conversions
Standard
Reports

No Consent

Cookieless hits
are collected

Conversion
Modelling

Data isn’t
currently
reported

New ID-less
Reports?

Methodology
Our marketing effectiveness
framework designed for less
reliance on user level
tracking.
Data-driven attribution
modelling, marketing
experiments, incrementality
testing, and econometrics.

Attribution without
identifiers
•

Have a measurement framework that accounts
for less direct attribution on a cookie level.

•

Use lift studies and incrementality to
understand the impact of campaigns on bottom
line performance.

•

Use econometrics and business modelling
to observe the role of channels over time.

•

Still use digital attribution for fast in-channel
decision-making

•

Use approaches that don’t require user level
personal data in order to evaluate marketing
performance.

Econometrics gives a holistic view of the big picture
2 …to minimise the differences

Fit a model…

KPI

KPI
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KPI

Seasonality
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3 Evaluate key drivers…
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4 … and implement recommendations
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Digital attribution gives fast decision making capability

Last click

First click

Linear

Position based

Time decay

Data Driven

Incrementality testing gives precise measurement of impact
Stores with local OOH campaign (exposed). Stores without local OOH campaign (control)
200

40

Sales Index

The exposed group outperforms the
control group during & after the campaign

100

20

Sales from both groups track closely
together before the campaign

0

The difference between the
lines = the incremental sales
generated by the campaign

0

OUTTAKES

OUTCOMES

Digital Attribution

Is our media
generating Search
conversions?

Online sales
and interim digital
ROAS

3 weeks

Incrementality
Testing

Is our media
generating new
business value?

Initial reads on
campaign
performance on fast
moving KPIs

3 months

Econometrics

Is our media driving
incremental growth?

Incremental sales
(ROAS)

3 minutes

LONG TERM

OUTPUT

SHORT TERM

At Dentsu, we use a 3-3-3 framework to select techniques

Build a new Measurement Framework

What has changed?

What is the impact?

What do I need to do?

Browser changes to
cookies will mean less
measurement
visibility

Tracking loss could result
in a reduced perceived
ROAS, leading to
underinvestment and
lost revenue.

Build a consolidated
measurement
framework, considering
your existing technology
and data maturity.

Audiences
Reaching your target audience without third-party cookies

“Google’s decision to block third-party cookies in Chrome… may choke
off the economic oxygen from advertising that startups and
emerging companies need to survive.”
Dan Jaffe (Exec VP, Association of National Advertisers)
Dick O’Brien (Exec VP, American Association of Advertising Agencies)

Some Second and Third-Party Audiences Remain

Google and Facebook Audiences

Third-Party Audiences

Don’t struggle with attaining consent via
logged in accounts

Use with caution – assess the data source
and test effectiveness

Google Marketing Platform is a connected,
cross-channel ecosystem

Contextual Targeting
Targeting ads based on the content of the website the user is
visiting, rather than that user’s personal profile.
On a technical level, contextual targeting requires algorithmic
analysis of text, images and video to match creative messaging
with the contextual environment it is served within.

Contextual targeting is more important than ever

“We understand that the circumstance in which an ad is
delivered has the greatest impact on how well it will be

Behavioural

received.

It is proven to affect the attention paid to the ad as well as
the perception and interest in the brand.
Digital, through its plethora of sites, signals and capabilities,
has the greatest opportunity to capitalise on this.”
- Dave Edwards, Head of Programmatic, Amplifi

Contextual

Demographic

Contextual is effective
•

We ran a study with 4 major brand clients, including global
beauty retail brand Sephora.

•

Run in partnership with AI business GumGum, and conducted by
an independent third-party researcher

•

1 Million impressions served over the same brand safe inventory.

Contextually targeted impressions cost almost a third less than
cookie-based, behaviourally targeted impressions.

48%

Lower CPC

41%

Lower vCPM

Source: Gumgum.com Contextual Targeting More Cost Efficient than Behavioral

Contextual Intelligence
Process
Redesign
More
than just
traditional contextual media targeting

Contextual Intelligence

Insights Driven

Cross-platform

Audience-based

Data-optimised

Enhancing sector,

Linking contextual

Converting online &

Using contextual

brand and audience

strategy across

off-line audiences into

signals to optimise

understanding

media touchpoints

contextual segments

performance

First Party Data
Owned data that you collect directly from your audience or
customers. It includes: behaviours, actions or interests
demonstrated across your owned platforms and data you have
in your CRM. Can be used to profile and segment customers and
deliver more personalised customer experiences.

What we mean by First Party data

Email linkage

First-party IDs

EL KANAGAVEL
123 Manchester
Road
3456-1234-9873

Third-party IDs

Connect via a ‘golden thread’ person ID
Third-party IDs
First-party IDs
Email linkage

Web/App
Analytics
EL KANAGAVEL
123 Manchester
Road

3456-1234-9873

Marketing
Analytics

Transactional
Data
(incl. returns)

Product Margin

CRM

Target relevant messages to your addressable customers

Identify

Match

Target

Social

SUPPRESS

CONVERTED CUSTOMERS
Search

RETAIN & GROW
EXISTING CUSTOMERS

Display and Video

PROSPECT

BVOD

Audio

SIMILAR AUDIENCES

Evolve your Audience targeting approach

Behavioural

Contextual

Demographic

What has changed?

What is the impact?

What do I need to do?

Audience targeting
online can no longer
rely on third party
cookies.

Certain audiences will
remain, but new
approaches in contextual
and first-party data are
emerging trends.

Audit cookie dependence
in audience targeting.
Build a future proof data
strategy leveraging
contextual and firstparty data signals.

User Experience
Why user experience matters when asking for consent

How would you rate the cookie consent experience that your brand is
serving users on your website?

Best-in-class - our users have the optimum experience
3%
Good - only minor incremental improvements to be made
36%
Below average - functional but needs improving
48%
Poor - we have work to do
13%
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Survey results are from a poll conducted with live webinar attendees on 18/11/2020

Cookies and consent is
changing the landscape
for UX and marketing…

Websites have adopted a range of approaches

Poor execution annoys users

“Your annoying popup is
stopping me from seeing the
products!”

“Stop bugging me with pop
ups when I have only just
arrived.”

“Your pop-up boxes are
obscuring the viewing.”

“Too much to take in. Short
bullet points would be better”

“Stop bugging me with pop
ups when I have only just
arrived.”

“I am browsing, and your
message is preventing me
from seeing the screen.”

Privacy UX
We combine our UX and A/B testing expertise with strong
consideration of data privacy requirements, to enable our
clients to speak to their users in a familiar language, be
transparent about their data privacy policies, and reduce
friction for users opting in to marketing.

Our approach to UX with user insights
Utilising user insights as the primary driver for optimisation

Quantitative
Analysis

Test and learn methodology
Hypotheses

Test
Implement

Qualitative
Analysis
Insights

Prioritise

continually driven by insights
generated and led by users
across the various data,
research and media sources
available

How we are optimising consent rates

Polls &
Surveys

UX Research
& Testing

Audit &
Whitepaper

Strategically
positioned polls and
surveys through onsite
user journey

Conduct remote and
moderated user
research

Complete audits of
privacy UX and run
projects with legal and
data protection teams

Polls for small
questions and get high
volumes of responses
Surveys much more
thorough with fewer
responses

Analyse heatmaps and
session replays
Create prototypes and
preference test and/or
moderate with
participants matching
audiences

Compile whitepapers
to educate key
stakeholders across
businesses

Experiment
A/B and multivariate
test cookie consent
module

Incrementally improve
performance for opt-in
rates and site
progression
Encourage cross-team
collaboration
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Deliver a great User Experience when asking for data

What has changed?

What is the impact?

What do I need to do?

Consent opt-in affects
UX as well as ad
experience.

Poor UX leads to
frustrated users, who
don’t opt-in to sharing
their data.

Collaborate and innovate
across marketing, web,
and legal and data
protection teams to
improve the customer
experience.

In Summary

57

Summary
1. Privacy is evolving, and the era of cookies is ending.
2. Measurement tech and method must change. Marketers
without a suitable measurement framework risk a 15%
revenue loss.1
3. Contextual targeting is taking centre stage, powered by new
data and tech capabilities.
4. Organisations that use connected first party data effectively
see up to 2x better performance, and 1.5x cost efficiency. 2
5. Web designers should minimise friction when asking for
tracking consent, by prioritizing the user experience.

1. Digiday.com
2. BCG, Responsible Marketing with First-Party Data

Next Steps
1. Audit your use of cookies in audience targeting, measurement,
and your martech stack.
2. Familiarise yourself and your organisation with the latest
privacy guidance from the ICO.
3. Create a marketing data strategy suitable to your needs.
Consider your current maturity, and the data, technology and
organisational enablers to evolve to the next stage.

Thank you

